
Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by hunter88 - 2013/01/29 22:33
_____________________________________

Hi!

First of all, thanks for this great module! I am happy about developers who are creating such as nice modules!

My question is as follows:

The module creates the different idÂ´s based of itÂ´s readed code. So i would like to show the images description and title
in a different div as the ari-cloud is. I create a template in which is a content and a position of a right module called
"right". Is it possible to show these two things in the right module instead of the module which aricloud is in?

I know that it isnÂ´t only a change in the cascading style sheet..

Is that possible? It would be great if there is any solution. In apologize i got no link to the website, itÂ´s an local project so
far.. :(

Kind regards,

Tom

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by admin - 2013/01/30 07:45
_____________________________________

Hello,

The modules creates DIV elements where descriptions and titles are shown. If you want to show descriptions and titles in
another elements, it requires to modify the module. See "altBox" and "titleBox" parameters in "initCarousel" method in
\modules\mod_aricloudcarousel\mod_aricloudcarousel\kernel\CloudCarousel\class.CloudCarousel.php file.

If you want to modify position of standard DIV elements, you can use custom CSS rules.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by hunter88 - 2013/01/30 22:17
_____________________________________

Hello,

so i am at home now and try to fix my problem. Unfortunatly it doesnt work :(.

My structure with standard paramters and generation of divÂ´s from aricloud is as follows:



 




Modul rechts 1


In diesem Modul kÃ¶nnen auf der rechten Seite Informationen hinterlassen werden. Auch ein ein Newsflash ist auf der
rechten Seite MÃ¶glich.
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So i need to view the "caption --> alt and title" not the main div called "content" were the module aricloud is rather in id
"right" where the class "custom" is.

I try to change it like you told from:

$doc->addScriptDeclaration(
			sprintf('(window || jQuery)(document).ready(function($) { cloudCarouselInit(window.jQueryCloudCarousel || $, "#%1$s",
"%3$s", $.extend(%2$s, {"buttonLeft": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-carousel-left"), "buttonRight": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-
cloud-carousel-right"), "titleBox": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-carousel-title"), "altBox": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-
carousel-alt")}),%4$s); });',

to:

$doc->addScriptDeclaration(
			sprintf('(window || jQuery)(document).ready(function($) { cloudCarouselInit(window.jQueryCloudCarousel || $, "#%1$s",
"%3$s", $.extend(%2$s, {"buttonLeft": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-carousel-left"), "buttonRight": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-
cloud-carousel-right"), "titleBox": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-carousel-title"), "right": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-
carousel-alt")}),%4$s); });',

To show the "altbox" in the module right but it doesnt have any effect :(. Can you help?

Best regards and many thanks for your answers so far.

Tom

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by admin - 2013/01/31 07:51
_____________________________________

Your code is incorrect. "altBox" and "titleBox" parameters should contain ID of elements which you want to use to show
titles and descriptions. It will look like:

...
"altBox": "left", "titleBox": "right"
...

BTW, according to HTML which you use, it will not work with "left" and "right"  elements because they contain some
content including "ARI Cloud Carousel" module.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by hunter88 - 2013/01/31 19:08
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_____________________________________

Okay, i will try it and come back with news.

Thanks so far.

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by hunter88 - 2013/01/31 19:20
_____________________________________

So i try it out now. It doesnt work. I try to create a new, empty div but it doesnt work too. If i change the php-file as you
told - only the loading banner is shown by aricloud and not the cloud. i create a emptry "test" div and change the php file
for the title to:

"titleBox": "test" $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-carousel-title"),

I try to upload the website for test purposes and then it will help i think :).

Thanks so far.

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by admin - 2013/01/31 19:22
_____________________________________

Provide a link to a page where we can see the problem.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by hunter88 - 2013/02/05 21:51
_____________________________________

The page is now online. Please see attached link:

http://zockarea.dt-webdesigns.de/index.php/test-2

I like to view the "Testbild" "This is a bread..." text from the second image at the position of the "Modul Rechts" div="right".

See forward to your reply.

Best regards,
Tom

============================================================================

Re:Position of Title and Description of the images
Posted by admin - 2013/02/06 10:47
_____________________________________

Modify the code as we wrote before. Use the following code:


"altBox": $("#right")


instead of:
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"altBox": $("#%1$s_wrapper .ari-cloud-carousel-alt")


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================
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